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Boston 2016!
A note from the Reunion Chair
In 2013 when a small group of us met with Jay Bruder ’74 of the AA/ACS Board 

of Governors to discuss a bid for the 2016 reunion, we set the goals of providing an 
environment and opportunity that encouraged alumni and faculty to reconnect with 
friends from the past, meet new alumni/faculty, and provide a venue that was inclusive 
and inviting to families and guests . From the pictures and feedback I’ve seen online and 
emails received, I believe our committee met that challenge . 

As life sometimes interferes with 
plans, members of the planning 
committee shifted slightly over the 
three years . Despite physical distances 
(MA, CT, NH, VA, FL) and crazy personal 
schedules, our group was able to “meet” 
in person as small sub-committees and 
as a whole using available technology . 
The core members of my team were, 
Fadi Kanaan ’98, Dudley Smith ’73, 
Ruth Harms ’73, Meredith Reynolds 

’74, Carolyn Beurskens-Buriff ’77, Anne 
Seidel-Overington ’77, Wayne Ward 

’71, Herman Lammerts ’73, and Dave Schleifer ’77. Each contributed greatly to the 
success of the event, and, for that, I am sincerely thankful! I am also grateful for the 
support received from Jay and other members of Board of Governors throughout the 
planning process . The ACS team of Lina Safa Fac, Danai El Hajj Ibrahim ’06, Fac, and 
Hasan El Masri Fac also played a key part in this year’s reunion, making sure that on-
line registration could be an integral part of the process and sharing information to the 
members of the diaspora .

Now that Boston Reunion is inked in the history books, I can officially “retire” as 
chair . The baton for the next gathering is ready to be passed and I can now look forward 
to being able to have fun as a guest at the next reunion, wherever it is!

Donna Harms-Hansen ’74
Chair, Boston 2016 Reunion (Retired!)

Donna Harms-Hansen '74 and John Weir '75 
reconnect after many years. Courtesy of Donna 
Harms-Hansen ’74

https://www.facebook.com/acs.knights
https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=214954832&authType=OUT_OF_NETWORK&authToken=fpK2&locale=en_US&trk=tyah2&trkInfo=tarId%3A1403893019297%2Ctas%3AACS%20bei%2Cidx%3A1-1-1
https://twitter.com/search?q=acs%20beirut&src=typd
http://instagram.com/acsbeirut
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A Message from the President 

Fellow Alumni,
By the time you read this letter, many of us will have 

gathered in Boston for the triennial reunion . We renewed old 
friendships from our years at ACS and started new ones with 
alumni from later years . We had the opportunity to meet and 
welcome the new Head of School Greg MacGilpin Fac and 
to wish him great success as he assumes the leadership of the 
school . Likewise, we had the opportunity to tell Ham Clark 
“Thank You” for all he accomplished during the past three years 
and to say, “Good Bye and Good Luck” as he and Ceci begin their 
next adventure .

The Reunion was a great success, thanks to the tireless 
efforts of the Boston Reunion organizing committee chaired by 
Donna Harms-Hansen ’74 . They made the gathering possible . 
THANK YOU ALL!!

By now, most of you know that a new slate of governors was 
elected to serve for the next three-year term, which starts on 
January 1, 2017 . For the first time in AA/ACS’ history, the election 
was held online, thus permitting all alumni to vote, no matter 
where in the world they reside . Another first: a majority of the 
members on the new Board of Governors is from the post-war 
decades . These two “firsts” are results of the current board’s 
mission to restructure AA/ACS into an organization that attracts 
and serves post-war alumni, while continuing to serve the pre-
war, boarding school era, alumni . The current board and the 
new board will continue to implement changes to complete the 
restructuring .

Over the years, AA/ACS has partially funded its operating 
costs through annual requests to alumni to pay non-tax 
deductible dues and to make tax-deductible contributions 
to the association’s general fund to close the financial gap . As 
reported in the June 2016 newsletter and in the donations 
solicitation letter last month, AA/ACS is no longer a dues-funded 
organization . Instead, alumni were asked last month to make a 
tax-deductible donation to the general fund, and to support the 
Malcolm Kerr Endowment . This change, from an organization 
funded by “dues” to an organization funded by tax-deductible 
donations, converts AA/ACS’ financial structure into one similar 
to other alumni associations .

Hopefully, you have already responded to last month’s 
request for a donation to AA/ACS . The alumni association needs 
your support to continue serving its membership and our school .

So, if you haven’t donated, yet, please do so, soon .
Bill Crays ’56
President
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Early in the planning process, the 2016 Reunion Committee 
decided to focus the gathering on opportunities for alumni 
and faculty to reconnect with each other in a venue that is an 
incredible vacation destination . We were sure that Boston, with 
its rich heritage, diverse cultures, love of sports, and outdoor 
experiences, would be a great attraction for alumni, faculty, and 
their families . The approximate 320 registrants attending at least 
part of the reunion weekend proved us right . From the posters 
decorating the hospitality area that were donated by Lyell Slade 
’77 to the many volunteers who worked the registration desk or 
contributed slides or music suggestions for the banquet, this was 
an event that was made rich by the talents, contributions, and 
support of many people .

The Boston Park Plaza Hotel was centrally located in walking 
distance to almost all of Boston’s major attractions . Being close to 
the Green Line of the public transit system, it was easy to travel 
to some of the more distant points of interest . The schedule 
of group events provided attendees time to visit Boston with 
their friends and families and get a taste of the city . To provide 
for a couple of discounted group activities, the committee 
scheduled both a group Duck Boat Tour (with two “Ducks” almost 
totally filled with our 65 members) and group seating at the 
Sunday afternoon Red Sox game at historic Fenway Park . Other 
attendees took cruises of Boston Harbor, walked the Freedom 
Trail, visited different museums, strolled the Boston Public 
Garden, took a Trolley Tour, and shopped the stores of Quincy 
Market and Faneuil Hall .

The committee, alumni association, and ACS Alumni Office 
joined forces to offer a “Meetup/Networking” night on Thursday 
with a special Lebanese meze . We were pleasantly surprised by 
the overwhelming interest for this gathering and the amazing 
attendance of about 125 for the evening .

Friday evening’s “Friends” Dinners were held at about 
eight different restaurants around the city . By opening the 
gatherings through special signup sheets, we were able to 
combine groups while keeping friends and families together . 
Most made it back to the hotel in time for the “Open Mic” night 
featuring the talents of many of our alumni and faculty over 
the years and special pastries, including a variety of baklava, 
provided by the ACS Alumni Office . The evening started with 
the Reunion Choir, led by Carol Schaub Fac and accompanied 
by Karl Barbir ’67, singing “Happy Birthday” followed by three 
songs in honor of long time member Karim Cherif ’75 who was 
not able to attend this reunion due to health but was listening 
over the phone . Other alumni performances included Cathy 

Moore-Partridge ’74, Gina Kano’73, Muriel Brunger ’73, 
Cathy Carson ’72, Randi Young-Mockensturm ’73, Craig 
Lichtenwalner ’70, Mark Lichtenwalner ’75, David Williams 
’74, John Schlosser  Fac, George Miller Fac, Joe Sirgy ’75, 
Jeanie Mullin-Valentine ’73, Elizabeth van den Berg-
Torperzer ’74 and Steve Ragland ’77.

Saturday’s Alumni Association Meeting started with a 
special welcome to Boston from former ACS/IC teacher and CEO/
President Emeritus of the Red Sox Baseball Team, Larry Lucchino 
Fac. Mr . Lucchino’s talk about the impact of his exposure to 
other cultures during his time in Beirut was a perfect segue 
to the presentation given by outgoing association president 
Bill Crays . The association Meeting was followed by a panel 
discussion featuring past and future Heads of School including 
Mrs. Elsa Turmelle, George Damon, Hamilton Clark, and 
Greg MacGilpin and ACS staff members Reine Youssef, Karim 
Abu-Haydar, Danai El Hajj Ibrahim ’06 and Maria Bashshur-
Abunnasr ’84.

The reunion banquet on Saturday night included dinner of 
chicken kebabs or falafel, a slide show with pictures spanning 
almost 80 years and music from different generations . The dance 
floor was quite busy in between the times when class and group 
pictures were taken and remained busy until late at night .

Sendoffs started early on Sunday morning though many 
stayed to extend their time in Boston . At least fifty alumni/faculty 
members bought tickets to the Red Sox/Diamond Back game at 
Fenway Park where both the thermometer and the Red Sox bats 
were hot . Still others continued their visit to the sites of Boston . 
By the evening, the farewells had slowed to a trickle as folks 
continued to depart to all ends of the earth .

Thank you to all who attended as you gave the committee 
validation for all the work we put into the reunion over the past 
three years . We look forward to connecting with you at the next 
AA/ACS event and wish all health and well-being until our paths 
cross again

Classes of 1961 and 1962 Dinner
by Diz Caldwell ’61

A special event during the ACS reunions has always been 
the class dinners . At the recent ACS Boston reunion, the Classes 
of 1961 and 1962 joined together for a special dinner at Lala 
Rokh Persian Restaurant, which was a short walk across the park 
and Boston Common from the Boston Park Plaza Hotel . This 
restaurant was scouted and certified by Jacque Haring-Russom 
’62 . Unfortunately, Jacque could not join us for the dinner, 
due to a very important prior commitment . Participants at the 

Boston Reunion 2016 Recap
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dinner were: Tom Dinney ’61 and his wife Julie, Barry Eldridge 
’61 and his wife Donna, Diz Caldwell ’61 and his wife Trish, 
Laila Faris-Alamuddin ’62, Fac, Conrad Plimpton ’61, Lorna 
McKenzie-Pollock ’60, Rosemary Coskey ’61, Charlie Minette-
Kaplow ’62 and her husband Steven, Camille McCann-Franchi 
’62 and her husband Dino, Will Rosdil ’62, and Lamis Faris ’64. 
We had a great dinner . The special event for the evening was 
the presentation of the “Gold Medal for Belly Dancing” to Barry 
Eldridge for his past performances at previous mini-reunions . 
The award included an original painting by Chi Chi Liu, wife of 
esteemed ’61 classmate Jih Hua Liu. 

Kudos to Boston
by Laila Faris-Alamuddin ’62

I had not planned on attending the 2016 Triennial Reunion 
in Boston, but my sister, Lamis Faris ’64 and Jacque Haring-
Russom ’62 convinced me I should make the effort . After all, 
my younger son, his wife Patricia Ward ’86 and my grandson 
live nearby . Plus, I could tour more colleges-something I 
continuously do to keep abreast with my work .

It seemed as if only yesterday I had attended a Class of 1962 
50th reunion in DC, organized by Charlie Minette-Kaplow and 
Andrew Killgore . What could best that?

The fact that I am even submitting to the Pot speaks for 
itself . I had an amazing time . Kudos go to Donna Harms-Hansen 
’74, reunion chair, who even put up with my wanting to change 
my banquet order from chicken to falafel . Though our class 
dinner was over taken by intrepid members of the Class of ’61, 
(who always seem to be in the majority, thanks to Diz Caldwell 
and Tom Dinney), Camille McCann, Charlie Minette and their 
spouses, Will Rosdil ’62 and I had a blast . We had hoped to be 

joined by Glen Ewing ’62, Jacque Haring Russom, and Linda 
Ramsay-de Kort ’62. Bill Blakemore Fac, Chris Ross ’60, and 
many others helped fill the gap . 

The best part of the reunion was seeing my former students 
flourishing and prosperous . It reminded me of the power of 
the new ACS to foster global citizens . I was delighted to catch 
up with Maryam Borton ’05, Rania Esteitie ’01, Fadi Kanaan 
’98 (retired member of the BOG), as well as Majd Maksad ’00 
and Danai El Hajj Ibrahim ’06, Fac now serving on the Board 
of Governors .  And of course, Mrs. T. (Elsa Turmelle Fac)-what 
a treat to connect with her again as well as reconnecting with 
faculty I had worked with: George Damon, Karim Abu-Haydar, 
Nathan Taylor, and Maria Bashshur-Abunnasr ’84, Fac who 
was a super MC Saturday morning . Her rising junior at ACS son 
Jad Abunnasr ’18 was in attendance as well .

The Saturday morning presentations were very impressive . 
I left the ACS faculty in 2009, thinking I would have no regrets . 
I left these reunion meetings with a strong wave of nostalgia . 
Listening to Hamilton Clark, recent Head of ACS, talk of his first 
week at ACS when the US threatened to bomb Syria brought 
back the times ACS held together during the assassination of 
Hariri or the Battle for Beirut by Hezbollah in 2008 . Hearing Karim 
Abu-Haydar talk of the affective growth of today’s students made 
one so proud of all these people who work daily to carry on ACS’s 
mission . I had to laugh when the new Head, Greg MacGilpin, 
was introduced . Though he comes with over 24 years of solid 
experience I honestly thought he was in his mid-20s . 

You could feel the love in the room for the school and for 
Lebanon . Everyone I talked to felt connected and ready to do 
their part to help . Class reunions are fun, but this reconnection 
with the school and what it stands for today is probably the best 
reason to attend an ACS reunion . It is a transformative experience . 
I know . I am finally writing an article and sending a check . 

Class of 1968
by Carolyn Bates-Bonner ’68

I finally got my ACS reunion photos uploaded and edited .
Boston was fun in that at least seven of our class convened 

(including me, and Jeff Chaffin who showed up unexpectedly)  
It was really super to see Bill Blakemore and other faculty -- 
especially Elsa Turmelle!

Barry Eldridge ’61 and wife Donna receive the Gold Medal award. Photo 
courtesy of Diz Caldwell.

Boston 2016 Reunion continued
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Jooske Stil '73 and Randi Young-Mockensturm '73 have fun at the photo 
booth on Friday night. Photo courtesy of Donna Harms-Hansen ’74

Fadi Kanaan ’98, JoAnn Atwood ’72, and Majd Maksad ’00. Photo courtesy 
of JoAnn Atwood

Ruth Harms '73 and her husband Stephen Hickman at the photo booth. 
Photo courtesy of Donna Harms-Hansen ’74

Google Photos Link to Reunion Pictures 
Donna Harms-Hansen ’74, reunion chair 

extraordinaire has created Boston Reunion Google Photos
where attendees have posted photos . Many of them 
are captioned . https://goo .gl/photos/fd2dKYUT-
59dU4dfL9

Class of 1968 Mary Ann New-Hjarlmarson, Jeff Chaffin, Carolyn Bates-
Bonner, Debbie Sheppard-Burris, Pam Wagner-Langfitt, Pam Shannon, 
Fred Rogers. Photo courtesy of Carolyn Bates-Bonner Class of 1973 Photo courtesy of Donna Harms-Hansen ’74

Boston 2016 Reunion continued

https://goo.gl/photos/fd2dKYUT59dU4dfL9
https://goo.gl/photos/fd2dKYUT59dU4dfL9
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Boston 2016 Reunion continued

Although greatly outnumbered by the later eras, the alumni from the 
1950s and earlier were well represented.  Dr. Richard Ward ’38  is from 
the earliest class at the reunion. Pictured are the following: (front row) 
Linda McCarthy-Schick ’57, Dorothy Kerr-Jessup ’47, Patricia Roberts-
Henning ’55, Anne Hotchkins-Ganz ’58, Paul Schmidbauer ’55. JoAnn 
Totten-Ioannides ’55, Bill Crays ’56, Pat Hinds ’56; (back row) Allen West 
’48, Barbara Knapp-Purnell ’57, Dr. Richard Ward ’38, Robert Swanson 
’54, John Coffman (spouse), Carol Kelly-Coffman ’58, Tom Carradine ’57, 
Wally Richman ’57, Harry Purnell ’57.  Attendees from this era but missing 
in action for the photograph were Mary Crawford-Potter ’48 and Roger 
Sample ’58. Photo provided by Pat Hinds. 

Classes of 1972-1974 Donna Harms-Hansen ’74, Delinda Hanley-Curtiss 
’73, Herman Lammerts ’73, Herman’s wife Claire, Dave Williams ’74, Cathy 
Moore-Partridge ’74, Cathy Carson ’72, Gino Kano ’73, Cat Essoyan ’73, 
Jeanie Mullin-Valentine ’73, Ruth Harms ’73, David Allen ’73, Richie Hanna 
’73. Photo courtesy of Dave Williams ’74

Hilary Henry-Neff ’72,  Lisa Moore ’72, Dave Williams ’74, JoAnn Atwood 
’72, Leslie Sargent-Jones ’71, and Debbie Rhode-King ’71. Photo courtesy 
of Donna Harms-Hansen ’74

Marcia Golembeski Fac ’67-71, Bob Foster Fac ’67-71, Jeff Stallings Fac 
’67-71, Kelly (Mackiewiez) Barney Fac ’67-71, Dave Williams ’74. Photo 
courtesy of Kelly (Mackiewiez) Barney
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CEO/President Emeritus of the Boston Red Sox, current Chairman of the 
Board for the Jimmy Fund, part owner of Paw Sox Minor League Baseball, 
AND former ACS Teacher Larry Lucchino ’67-’68 visited the membership 
meeting on Saturday morning.  He welcomed alums to the "Red Sox 
Nation" and talked about the impact of his year in Beirut and teaching at 
ACS/IC on his life. Photo courtesy of Donna Harms-Hansen ’74

Panel of former heads of ACS and current and former faculty members: 
Karim Abu-Haydar, Laila Faris-Alamuddin ’62, George Damon, Greg 
MacGilpin, Jr., Elsa Turmelle, Hamilton Clark, and Maria Bashshur-
Abunnasr ’84. Photo courtesy of Laila Faris-Alamuddin

Dean Restum ’77 and Kelly (Mackiewiez) Barney Fac ’67-71. Photo courtesy 
of Kelly (Mackiewiez) Barney

Class of 1972: Eva Amine, JoAnn Atwood and Paige Gayuski. Photo 
courtesy of JoAnn Atwood

Some younger attendees: Majd Maksad '00, Rania Esteitie ’01, Mark Barnes 
'83, Fadi Kanaan ’98,  Danai El Hajj Ibrahim ’06, Fac, and Maria Bashshur-
Abunnasr ’84, Fac. Photo courtesy of Donna Harms-Hansen ’74

Boston 2016 Reunion continued
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Poem to my ACS Students at 2016 
Boston Reunion

By Kelly (Mackiewicz) Barney Fac 1967-71

Of all the memories I’ve had,
And there are quite a few

Not one can really match tonight,
As I look out at you!

The years between our ACS times
And now, just melt away.

As I look into each dear face
I really have to say.

I thank you for each special day
When we were all so young

I thank you for respect you gave,
How precious, every one.

The greatest gift a teacher gets
Is what I got from you.

To be remembered fondly,
And to keep the friendships true!

The years have flown so quickly by,
And we have aged its clear.

But in our hearts and minds we’re young,
And hold each other dear.

As life continues for us all,
Let’s always keep in touch.

I know that we can do it,
Because it means so much.

God bless us all and keep us safe,
I thank you ACS!

For bringing us together now,
And my students?? YOU’RE THE BEST!!!!

Pictured are the current and three of the past AA/ACS Presidents: (left to 
right) Patrick Hinds ’56 serving from 2010-2013, Jeff Hutchins ’65 serving 
2003-2007, Anne Bruder ’70 serving 2000-2003, and Bill Crays ’56 serving 
2013 to present. Mary Ann New-Hjalmarson ’68 attended but was not in 
this photo. Linda Handschin-Sheppard ’68 who served from 2007-2010 
could not attend the reunion. Photo provided by Pat Hinds

Boston 2016 Reunion continued

AA/ACS Announcement
In the June 2016 edition of The Diaspora Potrezebie 

the Board of Governors announced its decision to cease 
asking the membership to pay dues but instead to ask for 
tax-deductible donations to fund AA/ACS’ annual operating 
costs . This donation-based financing approach is consistent 
with the financial support systems used by many other 
tax-exempt organizations . Your association’s primary costs 
are publishing the quarterly editions of the newsletter and 
providing the startup budget for the triennial reunions . The 
Board of Governors asks for your financial support of AA/ACS 
and/or the Malcolm Kerr Endowment Fund for scholarships . 
Please consider making a minimum donation of $25, but any 
amount is welcomed . Checks payable to AA/ACS should be 
mailed to: Pat Hinds ’56, Treasurer at 304 Calle Moreno, San 
Dimas, CA 91773 . Without your financial support, AA/ACS 
cannot continue to serve its membership and the school .
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Alumni Notes

Bill Crays ’56 noted the reunion was a great success with 
over 300 registrants . The inevitable question was asked at the 
business meeting, “When and where will the next one occur?” 
At the heads meeting and at the gala, there were four Heads 
of School: Elsa Turmelle, George Damon, Ham Clark and 
the incoming head Greg MacGilpin . Deputy Head Karim 
Abu-Haydar also attended . Great discussion by all and lots of 
questions from the floor .

Mary Covell-Morehouse ’57 wrote to update her address 
and said: I am sorry I am unable to attend this year’s August 
reunion . I had to leave ACS my junior year and have been 
secretary of Dundee Central School, Dundee, NY alumni 
association since 1957 .

Peter Moller ’61: I just had to send a note to say how much 
I enjoy reading the Pot . You’re doing an excellent job . It’s filled 
with all sorts of valuable and enjoyable pieces and it looks 
smashing! I’m sorry I won’t make the reunion this year . I hope 
you are staying healthy and hearty . I do miss seeing you . And like 
you, I think often of Jon Stacey ’61 .

Gail Chandler-Hawkins ’63 writes to fellow ACSers:
I missed this year’s ACS Reunion in Boston because I had 

total knee replacement surgery this spring and decided that the 
trip would be too strenuous . The reunion website showed that, 
as of July 26, no one from my class of ’63 registered . That got my 
attention . For years, I’ve wondered if my classmates might have 
had a similar experience as mine upon moving to the United 
States after growing up overseas . Past reunions have taught 
me that one’s experience while at ACS, and after, varied greatly 
depending on when, why, and for how long one attended ACS .

I lived in Beirut from age 21 months - 17½, and attended 
ACS K-12 . Beirut was home . I knew what to expect and what was 
expected of me . I was raised with a very idyllic view of life in the 
U .S .—the land of freedom, justice, and where they do not dig up 
the streets for no reason! I wanted to attend college in the U .S ., 
partly to learn what it meant to be an American .

I started at Mills College in Oakland, CA, and graduated from 
Stanford University . I was truly unprepared for the violence and 
chaos . Two months into my freshman year, President Kennedy 
was assassinated . The U .S . was embroiled in a meaningless and 
disgusting war in SE Asia . People were brutalized, tortured, and 
murdered across the country just because they wanted the 

right to vote, to sit where they wanted in restaurants and buses, 
to attend schools of their choice, and to protest the war and 
injustices . Martin Luther King was assassinated . Robert Kennedy 
was assassinated . Four students at Kent State U were killed by 
National Guard soldiers . The police at the Oakland Induction 
Center were terrifying . And on and on .

Nothing made sense . I felt betrayed, the “rug pulled out from 
under me” so to speak . The shock truly affected me for decades . 
I’m curious if anyone who graduated in the 1960s had a similar 
experience or one quite different . I’d love to hear from you . 
Please email gchawk@cableone.net or call me at 208-343-2599 .

On another note, for the past five years I’ve been a member 
of Open Arms Dance Project, a multi- generational and inclusive 
contemporary dance company in Boise, ID that welcomes people 
with or without disabilities . See photos and video at www.
openarmsdance.org . What joy!

Gail Chandler-Hawkins ’63 and her brother Blaine Chandler ’77

Our overseas correspondent Børre Ludvigsen ’64 posted 
this message: Most of the pictures are from Beirut, because with 
a 7-month old baby, we felt it prudent not to tempt fate in the 
traffic here . My courage has therefore failed me with respect 
to renting a car this year . Thank you for the kind words about 
my modest missive from Beirut . We are now back in Oslo (yes, 
we have moved after 15 years on a farm), struggling with the 
effects of prolonged travel on our 7-month old daughter, and 75 

mailto:gchawk@cableone.net
http://www.openarmsdance.org
http://www.openarmsdance.org
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book boxes reluctant to move into bookshelves that are equally 
reluctant to arrive .

There is an illustrated version of my reflections here: http://
abdallah.hiof.no/beirut/beirut-2016/beirut-2016.html

Some reflections on Beirut in the spring of 2016
Ramadan: Having purposely refrained from recording any 

reflections, other than the occasional photograph, until the end 
of our stay, it's time to sum up . We've been here a month and 10 
days, and are almost a week into this year's Ramadan . To begin 
with, I thought that coming in the beginning of the summer 
heat, it would just add to the noise, short-temperedness, and 
general havoc . With sunset as late as 8 p .m ., those fasting have 
all of three hours to get home from work, shop, and cook for 
iftar . It would appear that near a millennium and a half of 
experience has taught the devout an acquired indolence as the 
best means of survival when sleep-deprivation, hunger, and 
dehydration test their perseverance . Whether out of solidarity, 
respect, or expedience, the rest of us follow suit . Excepting, of 
course, the imbeciles who, by miraculous leaps of imagination, 
believe that their intellectual capacities are best reflected in the 
volume of noise emitted from their cars or motorcycles . A trait 
that is unfortunately common to a great number of males in this 
country at all stations of society, particularly those pretending to 
or occupying the political elite .

Garbage: While much of the press, here and abroad, have 
marveled at that elite's inability to come to agreement on the 
election of a president, a parliament, and apparently most 
important of all, the renewal of graft-ridden bids to collect 
garbage, Lebanon has quietly become an overcrowded sewer, 
dumping its untreated liquid effluents .

By the way, there are "albums" from previous expeditions, 
including Lebanon, here: http://abdallah.hiof.no/homepage/
places/ And feel free to view other pictures from our stay here: 
http://abdallah.hiof.no/beirut/beirut-2016/index

Responses include: 
• Thank you Børre for "Reflections on Beirut in the spring 

of 2016 ." Your observations were very perceptive, though 
deservedly pessimistic in tone . Also I appreciate how well 
written this was - outstanding . Daniel W. VanArsdale '55

• So well written Børre . I felt like I was there with you . Thank 
you . Love the last line .

• Thank you! Fascinating reading for one who has been away 
for decades . Barbara Saylor-Rodgers ’64

Nancy Stowe Inui ’64 writes from Indianapolis: Please 
pass along my thanks to George Herrmann ’63 for his two 

terrific stories . The Temple foundation stone behind the bakery 
curtain and the surprising twist of the Baalbek excursion are 
memorable and sharply drawn . Mr. Williams Fac would have 
approved, I feel sure .

Interesting to read the dues have been dropped . You certainly 
put in a lot of effort through the years to get folks to step up . I 
hope there’s a good response . 

Thanks to you for continuing to be the editor and bringing 
alums together so nicely with the improved layout and 
professional look . I’m sorry not to be able to be at the Boston 
reunion, which I know will be a great occasion . 

Ted Seto ’69 writes: Although my wife Sande and I are 
still teaching at Loyola Law School, Los Angeles, we’re going 
to be spending the 2016-2017 academic year on sabbatical in 
Oxford, UK . If anyone’s in the neighborhood, please look us up 
at tseto@lls .edu . In the meantime, we’re spending the summer 
traveling through Europe by RV . Currently in Paris, but will be 
meandering through southern France, Italy, Austria, and the 
Czech Republic between now and August, when we settle in 
Headington so our kids (14 years old) can go back to school . 
Sorry to miss the reunion!

Mary Harstedt-Tangeman ’70 emailed to say: The Boston 
Reunion was great! It is so much fun to reconnect with old friends 
and to make new ones . I gave my email address to several friends, 
new and old, but as I rarely use the computer I accidentally 
scrambled the numbers . It is: btangeman4254@yahoo.com 

Alumni Notes continued

In Memoriam
Alvin Yantiss ’39 passed away - no date noted . Reported 

by his son Ronald Yantiss .

Robert Lowenthal '56 passed away on September 6, 
2016 in Jacksonville, FL . Witty, intelligent, and handsome, 
he was a much admired and loved member of the Class 
of 1956 . After Bob graduated from college, he pursued his 
lifelong dream of becoming an aviator . And he became a 
very good one, ending his career with Northwest Airlines as 
a captain flying the Boeing 747 on long-haul flights to Asia . 
Even in retirement he continued to fly, piloting the B-17G 
and B-24J World War II era bombers at airshows . He will be 
sorely missed by those lucky enough to know him .

Provided by Pat Hinds ’56

http://abdallah.hiof.no/beirut/beirut-2016/beirut-2016.html 
http://abdallah.hiof.no/beirut/beirut-2016/beirut-2016.html 
http://abdallah.hiof.no/homepage/places/ 
http://abdallah.hiof.no/homepage/places/ 
http://abdallah.hiof.no/beirut/beirut-2016/index
mailto:tseto@lls.edu
mailto:btangeman4254@yahoo.com
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Did you know ACS faculty and staff 
are off to a head start! 

“With our first day back, we are excited for what’s up 
ahead . We are starting the year with 1,114 students, an 
ultimate high . 23% of the senior class are “Lifers” (N-12), 
we have 19 different faculty nationalities and 68 different 
student nationalities . There are multiple on-campus 
renovations and a 2020 Green Campus vision! We look 
forward to another great year at ACS!”

My Years as a Teacher at ACS
and field trips to Baalbek and Beit Mary, as well as bringing 
students to A .U .B . to run on the track, or up to the mountains 
to find waterfalls to swim in, and pottery villages like J’sir El 
Khadi to learn from the mountain potters .  But by far the most 
outstanding of our accomplishments was to procure paying 
sponsors for 36 of our students to go on an International 
Traveling Gymnastic Exhibition Tour of three countries!  We went 
to London, England, Frankfurt, Germany, and Rome, Italy! We 
put on our gymnastic exhibitions for our sister schools there, 
and made a name for the American Community School at 
Beirut!! Everyone made it home safely, and we made some great 
memories!

All in all those four years at ACS changed our lives forever, 
and created memories and friendships that have lasted quite 
vividly right up until today! Thank you ACS for all you gave us, 
and thank you students and Beirut, for enriching our lives and 
teaching us how to be more culturally alive and internationally 
aware . What priceless gifts we were lucky enough to receive!

By Kelly (Mackiewicz) Barney Fac 1967-71
We arrived from Connecticut, a young teaching couple, in 

1967 . Neither of us had ever been out of the U .S . before, and had 
only left Connecticut once . Needless to say, the “culture shock” 
we experienced was profound!

Mr . “Mack” was placed as the Athletic Director, in the Physical 
Education Department and I was placed half time in the Art 
Department and half time in the P .E . Department . We set up our 
new home in the Washington Building next to Kameel’s store, 
across the street from the Boarding Department .

We immediately started a gymnastic program, which we 
modeled after the Springfield College Exhibition Team, in MA 
where we had first met . We got our team together, and started 
putting on gymnastic exhibitions every year . We also became the 
advisors for the Ski Club, the Surfing Club, and the Riding Club . 
We were involved in some way, in almost every large or small 
educational and social event at ACS from 1967 to 1971, including 
graduations, student drama productions, art shows, field trips, 
proms, awards programs, etc .

Mr . “Mack” was upstairs in the gym teaching Phys Ed classes 
every day with Mr . Paul Dubois Fac, creating new events such 
as the first ever Middle Eastern Wrestling Tournament, and a 
huge Nissen (trampoline) International Exhibition involving the 
larger Beirut community . I was downstairs, with Mr . Ray Ruehl 
Fac, teaching art and upstairs teaching P .E . everyday, setting up a 
new ceramics studio, and acquiring a potter’s wheel, electric kiln, 
and glazes from England and the USA . It took some convincing, 
but I got our Headmaster Mr . Jack Harrison Fac to hand carry 
the first shipment of glazes to ACS! 

We accompanied our students on many ski trips to Faraya, 

Bill Crays ’56, Maria Bashshur-Abunnasr ’84, Fac and her husband Yasser 
Abunnasr at the 2016 ACS graduation party. Photo courtesy of Barbara 
Porter ’71, Trustee

Danai El Hajj Ibrahim ’06, Fac, Bill Crays ’56, and Barbara Porter ’71, Trustee 
in Beirut in June. Photo courtesy of Barbara Porter
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Board of Governers Election Results

 The election of the Board of Governors of the AA/ACS for 
the next term of office has been successfully completed . This was 
the first election conducted via the internet .  A total of 418 votes 
were cast by the alumni, a very gratifying turnout . 

Congratulations go to the following 15 alumni elected to 
the 2017-2020 Board of Governors . We of course thank all of 
the candidates for their willingness to put forth their names as 
candidates . 


